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North Korea’s abrupt cancellation of a joint
cultural event this week leaves only one venue in
the country that will host events for next month’s
Winter Olympics: Kim Jong Un’s luxury ski resort.

South Korean skiers will begin training
Wednesday at North Korea’s Masikryong resort
as part of an agreement to spur reconciliation
ahead of the Games starting February 9 in South
Korea. North Korea on Monday scrapped a joint
cultural performance at Mount Kumgang, a
resort built while Kim’s father was in power, in a
move that revealed underlying tensions
between the nations.

“Seeing South Koreans practice at a place he
built is a propaganda coup for Kim,” said Lee Su-
seok, a North Korea analyst at South Korea’s
Institute for National Security Strategy.
“Masikryong represents his era, and he is relying

on the ski resort rather than the 20-year-old
mountain resort to emerge from his 
father’s shadow.”

North Korea is seeking to capitalise on South
Korea’s desire for a peaceful Winter Games as
international sanctions over its nuclear arms
programme further squeeze its finances. Trade
with China — North Korea’s main financial
backer — shrank by more than half last month,
the latest evidence of what Kim earlier this month
called the “unprecedented impediments” his
country has faced.

While South Korea currently bans tourists
from travelling north, the thaw over the Olympics
brings the countries closer to dialogue on
restoring lucrative cross-border tours that once
brought Kim’s regime millions of dollars a year.
The free advertising for his ski resort may also
attract more visitors from China, which sends
more tourists to North Korea than any other
country. Until a travel ban last year, the number of
US visitors was believed to hover at about 1,000 a
year. Those with special permission to travel are
now advised to draft a will and discuss funeral
arrangements.
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Do 70.3 million people read Dainik Jagran
or is it 18.9 million? Is Malayala
Manorama ahead of rival Matrubhumi

by 35 per cent or 48 per cent? 
In the answers to such questions lies the key

to whether Indian Readership Survey (IRS) 2017,
released on January 18 will take off or meet the
same fate as the last two surveys. Its emphasis on
total readership (in the last one month) is the
first big indicator of the changes that the
Readership Studies Council of India has made to
ensure that the data is accepted by publishers.
Total readership is usually three-four times more
than the average issue readership (yesterday),
the standard used by advertisers. The other
changes are introducing three-day and seven-
day readership measures, separate metrics for
the main paper and its variants and scores of
checks and balances that make the survey which
covered almost 0.32 million Indians virtually
tamper proof this time, say officials. 

So far, unlike in 2014, no publisher has filed
a suit or raised a stink — even the ones that
have fallen in the rankings. “We are very happy
that the IRS is out and hope it comes out regu-
larly and is tamper proof. If this gets stalled,
that will be the end of it,” says Jayant Mathew,
director, Malayala Manorama. 

Readership data is the currency used to buy
and sell ~201 billion worth of ad space in news-

papers and magazines. That is about two-thirds
of the ~303.3 billion revenue the Indian print
industry makes. Not having a metric plus demon-
etisation and GST have played havoc with bal-
ance sheets. “Data darkness for such a protract-
ed period of time (four years) is unhealthy for any
business, let alone such a large one as the print
industry,” says Jaskaran Kapany, vice-president
(marketing), Paytm. It is a significant spender
on print with 15-30 per cent of its ad budget going
to the medium. “Not having data was a huge
problem. Because public perception was against
print; digital was rising. There was no data to
prove otherwise, so people assumed we were
down,” says Girish Agarwal, director, DB
Corporation. 

Print, however, was never down. Circulation,
readership and revenues for Indian print have
been growing consistently for the past decade
and more. It remains the most profitable part of
the ~1,262 billion Indian media and entertain-
ment business. “Advertising growth was single
digit without data, now we are hoping that
growth perks up, we have something to talk
about,” says Kamal Kumar Goenka, managing
director, Neutral Publishing House, publishers of
Prabhat Khabar.

There will, it seems, not be a rebellion this
time. “When we started a lot of groundwork was
done to align publishers and ensure that they
participated at all points,” says I Venkat, member
Audit Bureau of Circulations. In 2012, the method-

ology behind IRS was overhauled completely,
making it more tech-heavy and its reach wider.
However, the results which came out in 2014
raised hackles all around because of errors in the
data and allegations of tampering. That is when
The Times of India, Anandabazar Patrika among
others came out with adverts which cautioned
advertisers and users against the IRS. From there
to a 0.32 million sample and complete accept-
ance has been a long journey for the metric. 

But some of the changes are puzzling. 

Making sense of readership  
If you use total readership, there are over 385
million Indians who read a daily newspaper at
some point in the last one month (in 2017) against
276 million in 2014 when the last IRS came out.
That is a massive jump of about 109 million read-
ers or 40 per cent. While print has traditionally
been a high growth industry, this number is fan-
tastic when compared with Average Issue
Readership (AIR), the standard metric buyers
have used for decades. Going by AIR, dailies have
barely grown 0.6 per cent over 2014 to 173 million. 

To understand how that makes a difference
in actual reporting, consider that The Times of
India has 13 million readers if you use total read-
ership. But going by AIR, it has 4.76 million. If
only AIR was considered, English newspapers
would have shown an overall drop and Hindi
and other languages would have shown some
slowing down, say analysts. 

Is this then one of the soft compromises to
keep publishers happy? 

Ashish Bhasin, chairman, MRUC and CEO
Dentsu Aegis, doesn’t agree. “Planning is more
dynamic and not everybody is reading a news-
paper every day. So this gives planners the option
of looking at whether you read the paper yester-
day, in the last three days, seven days or the last
month. They can choose to trade on whichever
standard suits them. AIR is very much available,”
says he. It is, but only to subscribers who are not
allowed to share it with the media. “This IRS
gives different dimensions to data, the user can
decide which one to use. And, yes, it complicates
selling because print now has to sell itself on
multiple cuts of data,” says Agarwal. 

Kapany of PayTM is circumspect. “AIR (yes-
terday) is accurate and relevant for what adver-
tisers can expect to reach on any given day. The
two — AIR and total readership — serve different
purposes. AIR uses memory from day after
reporting, while total readership does a month-
long memorability. So total readership is an indi-
cator of the maximum reach of the publication,
while AIR is a measure for regular readers, and
the advertiser puts money based on probability
of a regular habit and hence the expected view of
the ad on any given day,” he says.

“Since print is an expensive medium, adver-
tisers need to be prudent and ensure that we get
a fair indication of the reach of our ads. Having
said this, it’s true that the print reading habit has
changed and the frequency is reducing. It will be
interesting to see how total readership, last three
days/seven days stacks up against AIR.”  

Wait then for the next few weeks to know
which number matters most to advertisers.  

Kim Jong Un’s
luxury ski resort
steals Olympic
spotlight

It is unclear whether the survey’s four measures of readership aid or muddle the market

Is IRS reading readers right?

Kim Jong Un at his luxury ski resort
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IRS ‘14 IRS ‘17 over
(mn) (mn) ‘14 (%)

Last one month 
(total readership) 276 385 40

Up to last 7 days 243 306 26

Up to 3 days 208 241 16

Yesterday (average 
issue readership) 172 173 0.6

Base: all languages, All India (urban + rural, 12 +)
Source: IRS 2017, MRUC, RSCI, Nielsen
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PRINT CONTINUES TO GROW
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